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“...a force of nature—intense, extremely creative, committed to healing
…I love the range of personalities, ages and backgrounds in the company.”

-Dr. Nassim Assefi, Director of Stage Content for TedMed

“A gigantic success…Sensational!”
-Ralph Pucci

“Brilliant in timing…strict control”
-The New-The New York Times

“Outstanding…remarkable…beyond our expectations!”
-Matko Tomicic, Longhouse Executive Director

“Absolutely fantastic”
-Out and About

“Acerbic lighting, props and costumes”
-The Washington Post on Cool Wave

“…gorgeously trained dancers.“…gorgeously trained dancers. A wonderful piece. Nikolais on pointe.”
-Barbara Fox, Princeton Comment

“A flash of what is happening now…The choreographer is in
touch with the times in which we live”

-Dance Magazine



P R E S E N T I N G

performed by Lynn Needle 

EXCERPTS PREMIERED IN COLIMA, MEXICO 
AT THE BALLET FOLKLORICO DE LA UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA 

An hour-long one act in two sections, honoring passed legends and collaborators;
dedicated to creation, mysticism & rebirth. 

Program includes complimentary master class taught by Lynn Needle 
and meet the artist engagement/Q&and meet the artist engagement/Q&A session. 



AOMDT offers several programs

 Art of Motion Dance Theatre develops meaningful relationships between arts organizations, managers, presenters and audiences.
We invest in customizing our programming to the specific needs of the demographic, theatre, university and festival themes.

Additional repertory pieces/audience & community engagement options available by request.

 Program I:
HEAVEN AND EARTH

The program, characterized as the
epitome of organic beauty, pays homage
to eastern and western aesthetics. The
suite embodies the mysticism of the
heavens and the glory of planet earth.heavens and the glory of planet earth.

Program II:
POWER OF THE DANCE

An evening highlighting the art of street
dance "from B-boy to Ballet" including
original sound scores and collaborative
projects with an emphasis on world music.

Live music optionalLive music optional

 Program III:
LEGEND, MYTH and NATURE

A program exploring legendary composers
and stories, Greek and Eastern mythology,
and the intricacies of nature. Ideal for
College and University settings. Featuring

costumes bycostumes by Annie Hickman.

The Art of Motion Dance Theatre is a Repertory Company performing original works by Artistic Director Lynn Needle,
Artistic Associate Olivia Galgano, and Guest Artists. The Boutique Roster includes solos, duets, trios and small works
touring with 2-5 dancers. The full Company Repertoire includes up to 12 dancers. AOMDT has toured theaters throughout

the country and offers master classes as well as residences.



Michelle Ekizian Paints Emotional Portrait of Gorky in New Opera
FEBRUARY 7, 2019    BY CORBETT CHARLES MCCARTHY

...The dance of The Exiled Heart” of the Sorrowful Intermezzo: 
So be It, The Spirit is Forever from “Gorky’s Dream Garden,” 
opened Saturday’s five-hour Booking Dance Festival presented 
at Jazz of Lincoln Center’s Appel Room which highlighted the 
week’s 2019 conference of APAP (American Performing Arts 
Professionals). The segment featured solo dancer Lynn Needle 
(director and choreographer of Art of Motion Dancer Theatre). It 
was pure ecstasy. Needle singlehandedly entranced the was pure ecstasy. Needle singlehandedly entranced the 
audience with an incredible dramatic arc of emotion. Implying 
art in motion, the intensity and intricacy of the music and dance 
combined was remarkably in tune and in step with Gorky’s art. 
The collaboration imparted the visceral impact of Gorky’s fluid, 
biomorphic abstractions and his heartbreaking artist and his 
mother portraits.

The gripping music with the magnificent Lynn Needle held 
center stage. It is an attribute to Ekizian’s and Needle’s mastery 
that the audience felt the emotional pull without knowing of the 

story line and the scene’s pivotal turning point. It did not matter 
that the audience did not know of the opera’s gender, boundary 
crossing avatar “The Black Monk” hailing from Anton Chekhov 
and the 10th-century Armenian Saint Gregory of Narek of 
Gorky’s ancestral lands cast to sing the Sorrowful Intermezzo as 
a Prayer for Peace. It did not matter that the presentation’s 
lighting did not flood the Appel Room stage in blood red light 
recalling the two defining opening and closing paintings for this recalling the two defining opening and closing paintings for this 
scene which Ekizian has noted in her script to align with the 
themes of Genocide and loss (“Charred Beloved I,” 1946, of the 
David Geffen Collection and “Agony,” 1947, at MoMA). Was it 
planned or of profound coincidence that the performance’s blue 
lighting forecasted Ekizian’s script notes for the opera’s 
“Rainbow Dawn” Finale — posed to take place in the blue hour 
before sunrise? In any event, the segment was illuminating and before sunrise? In any event, the segment was illuminating and 
transcendent.
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LYNN LESNIAK NEEDLE RYT/500 earned her B.A. in Dance Cum Laude from Connecticut College where
she was the recipient of theshe was the recipient of the ACDFA Dance Magazine National Award for Choreography. Her work COOL WAVE, featured in Dance 
Magazine was performed at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. and hailed as, "a flash of what is happening now...Lesniak has a 
great theatrical sense...the choreographer is in touch with the times in which we live." Lynn is a former soloist with the Nikolais Dance 
Theatre where she toured internationally, traveling to six out of seven continents and more than 40 United Sates.  She has been 
influenced by many, including Martha Graham, Twyla Tharp, Luigi, Ann Reinking, and B.K.S. Iyengar, but studied intensely with her 
mentorsmentors Alwin Nikolais and Murray Louis at the Nikolais/Louis Dance Lab in New York City.  Nik created seminal works on Lynn during 
her tenure with the company and she began teaching and assisting Hanya Holm. While on tour she was later asked to direct the Nikolais 
and Louis Dance Lab, a professional studio school of dance in Soho where she arranged for dancers from around the world to study, 
choreograph, and perform. During this time, Lynn pioneered classes in Pilates-based exercises, training with thera-bands, trampolines, 
and fitness balls. Her students included many dancers who have gone on to perform with professional companies and tour throughout 
the world.  the world.  Lynn has been featured in the PBS documentary Nik and Murray, been photographed by Lois Greenfield, Lizzie Himmel and 
Tom Caravaglia and has enjoyed collaborating with lighting and costume designers, composers, and poets. She has choreographed 
hundreds of works including  for MTV, corporate videos for Verizon, Global TEDMED, and premiered her work at the Boston 
Conservatory, Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C, the Westbeth Theater Center in the West Village, and the JOYCE SOHO, The 
Hatch, American Dance Guild, MMAC, the 92nd Street Y, as well as NYU, Hunter College, Rutgers University, Montclair State University, 
Ramapo College, Rider UniversitRamapo College, Rider University, Bergen Community College, and for international residences. In many of these venues, Lynn has 
choreographed for the Art of Motion Dance Theatre, a company established after she founded the non-profit studio, Art of Motion, Inc, 
with Olivia Galgano, her Artistic Associate. Lynn has also worked as an artist in residence in the public schools as a staff developer, and 
is currently an adjunct Professor of Modern Dance at Bergen Community College. She has dedicated her life to preserving the Nikolais 
legacy and training future generations of professional dancers.  Her most recent collaborations with performance artist and costume 
designerdesigner Annie Hickman,  centenarian lighting designer, Dr. Ruth Grauert, a multitude of composers, and former Pilobolus Principal 
Dancer, Kent Lindemer have led to the creation of new work exploring body mechanics, the physics of partnering, sculptural shape and 
complex relationships. Needle has been a featured speaker and presenter at APAP, ICIA, NDEO,  Global TEDMED and  is the recipient 
of numerous awards including he Lifetime Achievement Award from the College of Southern Nevada "Dance in the Desert" Festival as 
well as an Andrew W. Mellon Cultural Exchange Grant for international teaching in Colima, Mexico at the Universidad de Colima and 
recipient of repeat grants from the Bergen County Division of Cultural and Historicrecipient of repeat grants from the Bergen County Division of Cultural and Historic Affairs, a division of the NJSCA.  



NOW BOOKING COLLEGES + UNIVERSITIES | MASTERCLASSES | ARTS IN EDUCATION OUTREACH | FLASH MOBS
SITE SPECIFIC + POP UP PERFORMANCES | PERFORMANCE ART + SCULPTURAL WORK | PROSCENIUM THEATRE

For booking information, please contact:
Tel: 201.652.5800 | E: artofmotion.inc@gmail.com




